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This special Counter Collection is a demonstra-
tion of Fiery Dragon's ongoing commitment to

the fans of the world's premiere roleplaying
game. As a new edition approaches, this

Counter Collection is offered to remind fans
that we've created counter images for thousands
of fantasy creatures, including this specific set

that you may find useful for any new campaign,
one-off adventure, or playtesting that strikes your

fancy.  
Welcome to the Counter Culture.
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PLAYER CHARACTERS

Dragonkin Paladin; Dwarf Fighter; Half-Elf Cleric; Halfling Rogue; Human Wizard.
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UNDEAD

Ghoul; Skeleton Knight; Wight, Deathstuck; Corrupting Corpse (x2); Skeleton Warrior (x4); Vampire Spawn (x5); Skeleton, Decaying (x13);

Zombie (x4); Zombie Rotting (x12).

USING THE MARKERS
When your character marks an

opponent, place the counter with

the appropriate color underneath

that opponent’s counter.

In order to see it more clearly, it

is recommended that you place the

marking counter tilted, forming a

diamond instead of a square.



KOBOLDS

Priest; Slinger; Shieldbearer (x2); Skirmisher (x3); Minion (x10)
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Fat Goblin; Crazy Goblin; Goblin Sharpshooter (x3); Goblin Warrior (x5); Goblin Slasher (x8); Hobgoblin Warchief; Hobgoblin Caster;

Hobgoblin Archer (x3); Hobgoblin Soldier (x5); Hobgoblin Infantry (x7).

GOBLINOIDS



HUMANOIDS

High Priest; Lesser Priest (x2); Dark Creep (x2); Elf Archer; Gnome; Halfling Slingmaster; Human Berserker (x2); Human Rabble (x4).
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MISCELLANEOUS

Muddish Scout; Deathjumper Spider (x2); Guardian Drake (x2); Rat Swarm (x2); Kroothick, Adult; Kroothick, Young (x3); Kroothick, 

Hatchling (x6); Rat, Giant (x13); Gel Cube; Blue Oozer; Ochre-shaded Jelly.



BONUS COUNTERS

Tiefling Warlord (male and female); Dwarf Fighter (female); Halfling Rogue (female); Human Wizard (female); Ochre-shaded Jelly;

Shieldbearer; Hobgoblin Torturer; Hound of the Grave Zombie (x2).

USING MARKERS

When your character marks an opponent, place the marker with the appropriate color underneath that opponent’s counter.

In order to see it more clearly, it is recommended that you place the marker tilted, forming a diamond instead of a square.
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